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Warning

Dear users:
Thanks for choosing our company’s product, in order to fully make use of the

products, we sincerely suggest follow:
◆◆Please read the instruction in detail and keep it well for further reading and
consulting.
◆◆Please follow the instruction to fit and operate the machine correctly.
◆◆Please do not remove and change any accessories of the machine.
◆◆It forbids others others to open and remove the mainframe except the authorized
people in the company.
◆◆It forbids others to change and maintain the machine except the professional
people.
◆◆Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.

After Sale service
◆We offer ONE YEAR warranty. Within warranty period, all exchanges or
replacement due to defects are free. (Buyer is responsible for shipping charges).
If the machine is over warranty, please also do not hesitate to contact us. we will
assure you of our best service all the time.
◆How to contact us?
Phone:(+86) 189 -487-55929
Tel: 0755-86368500
Email: sales@mychway.com

This product does not belong to medical,please don’t use for disease treatment!

mailto:sales@mychway.com
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Chapter 1: Safety Warnings

I. Electricity & Machinery Safety
1. Please keep the voltage at stable condition.

II. Contraindication Safety
1. People with heart disease, high blood pressure, or configured cardiac Pacemaker.
2. People with acute inflammation, asthma, deep vein thrombosis, thyroncus, cancer.
3. People with hemorrhagic diseases, trauma or who is bleeding.
4. Pregnant women
5. Medical plastic artificial or metal parts inside the body such as metal teeth or
silicone breast implants.
6. People with abnormal immune system.
7. People with numb or insensitive to heat.
8. If you are feeling unwell, Prohibited in the ears, nose, eye throat and do not use this
device in advance and tell your doctor.
9. Children under 12 years old are not allowed.

III. Packing Including and parameter
1. Packing list:
1x main machine
1x power cord
1x handle display holder
1x bio handle
1x rf handle
1x ultrasonic handle
1x cooling handle
8x hydro tips
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2. Parameter:

Working power: 26W
Carton size: 50x41x37cm

Chapter 2: Before using
I. Before use, clean face with lotion and finish massage face to accelerate blood
circulation.

II. How to install accessories.
1. install all the handles to the machine.
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2. Put all the handle to the holder stand, just display like below picture show:
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3. Put water into clean bottle on the right of the machine:

4. Connect power cord with machine, and then press red bottom to turn on the
machine.

3. Press the power botton to start/finish treatment.

Chapter 3: program setting
I. Menu setting
1. When turn on the machine, menu will show like this:
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2. Choose handle to do treatment, from left to right is: hydro,
bio, RF, ultrasonic, cooling, when slect the exactly function, the handle picture will
show in red mark.

3. Click - + to choose the intensity u need (0-10 intensity for

adjustment. )
Notes: hydro function could not adjustment.

4. Click to set the time u need ( 1-60mins could be setted, default time

is 30mins)

5. click “ start” to beginning / stop your treatment. ( when “ start” show in red,

means treatment is working, show in white, means stop. )
6. take out all the handle to clean well after treatment. ( hydro handle could not
remove. )
II. Function of each handle
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use the hydro pen to clean skin first, from middle skin to side,
move quickly, dont stay too long in one area.
There are 8pcs tips for the pen to fit for different skin and area.

Tip 1-2, 7-8 for sensitive skin, tips 3-4, 5-6 for oil skin, noise
area, black heads skin.

Skin Lifting, improve cell penetration, help the body absorb
nutrients and water better, improving the level of plateau
protein synthesis, reduce wrinkles, make skin softer, elastic
and glossy.

Open pores:Positioning the tissue to heat, open the pore to
promote the skin collagen contraction tension, alleviate the
wrinkles, produce new collagen, the later skin will be more
compact.

The ultrasonic wave is introduced into the subcutaneous tissue,
promoting microcirculation and the skin of the skin. The
product can be imported into the skin to penetrate deep into the
skin and accelerate absorption.

Ice covers the skin, contracts the pores, releases the ice force,
and penetrates the skin deep into the skin, which instantly
causes the skin pores to contract forcefully, forming a natural
indifference on the surface of the skin.
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III. Checking out simple problems.

Problems Checking way

Power button is on,
main machine could not
turn on

Checking the power cord if connect well

Checking out the power button if turn on

No output Checking out the handle if connect well with machine

Main machine being hot
during treatment

Using too long time, turn off machine for cooling down

Checking out the voltage if normal

No power of main
machine

Checking the fuse if burned, if yes, change it

III. Funcion of the machine

1. Used for acne, seborrheic hair loss, hair folliculitis, clear mite and clear skin allergy
source.

2. Skin whitening, improve skin black, dark yellow, improve skin quality。

3. Clean the skin deeply and moisturize and moisturize skin and promote skin
metabolism.

4. skin lifting, shrink pores and improve the chin.

5. It is used to remove the skin reconstruction and the preoperative nursing of
non-stripping skin reconstruction.
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